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The new fantasy action RPG by Matt Tolentino which was created by the team led by Matt for Game Maker. • A huge world with diverse and dynamic action A vast world where endless fields with diverse and complex situations lead to a huge dungeon with unique and dynamic
design. • A high sense of story and a high sense of accomplishment A multilayered story where the various thoughts of the characters of each world are woven together, and a joyful and suspenseful story unfolds as the story progresses. • Fits users with a wide variety of play

styles From the player's side, the game provides equipment that can be freely combined, attack techniques with various effects, and a wide variety of skills that differ per job class. In addition to these, the game also allows users to freely create their own character. ABOUT
THIS ACTIVITY: Each day you will play the game and collect experience points according to your party member's level and move to a new world, and your character will level up in accordance with your own play style. As you rise, find the treasure of the Lands Between and
increase your rank on the global leaderboards. • Play Together in Multiplayer PvP battles with random NPC characters that you can directly connect to at anytime, as well as battles with other users that may be challenging or convenient to you, will lead you to the path of
adventure. • Share in Social Network Play with your friends in the social network through Twitch and allow your friends to give you suggestions and guide your way. NOTE: To access the features of the asynchronously-connected multiplayer mode, use a device that can

connect to the internet, such as a Smartphone or Tablet. You can download the application from Google Play or the iTunes store. Anyone aged 13 and over may enter. * Data collection is necessary for the game’s smooth functioning. When you access the game, we request
your agreement for the collection and use of your non-personal data. * To prevent abuse, when you enter, you will be asked to select your gender, and you may be required to register an email address. * The data collected is used to verify your age. * Personal data is stored as

needed for 2 years. * You can change and delete your information by logging into your game account using the ID provided to you after downloading the game. * You can gain access to the contents of

Features Key:
Action RPG where you can complete 5 large endless dungeon rooms [Eaten by the Sea]

Online cooperative gameplay where you can travel together with other players [Eaten by the Sea]
Dark Fantasy design where monsters will spook you endlessly [Eaten by the Sea]

Monsters that rattle you into the pit of despair [Eaten by the Sea]
Highly detailed graphics, as well as detailed animations for monsters, enemies, weapons, equipment, etc [Eaten by the Sea]

Stay tuned for more information about our upcoming content!

Sun, 13 Jul 2014 13:46:03 Z has finally arrived! We're very excited because, as a result of many requests from our members, we're proud to announce that all the newly added releases of Official Wizardry 7 Box sets are just for now at the store! Also, just now, we're adding the

hardcover boxes for Dragons of Table Mountain and Dungeon of Zeal. 
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